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91181 Examine the meanings conveyed by art works
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Achievement Achievement with Merit Achievement with Excellence
Examine the meanings conveyed by art 
works. 

Examine in depth the meanings 
conveyed by art works. 

Examine critically the meanings 
conveyed by art works.

Check that the National Student Number (NSN) on your admission slip is the same as the number at the 
top of this page.

You should attempt ONE question in this booklet.

Make sure that you have Resource Booklet L2–ARTR.

If you need more room for your answer, use the extra space provided at the back of this booklet.

Check that this booklet has pages 2–10 in the correct order and that none of these pages is blank.
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of gaining credits towards an NCEA qualification.













  

Excellence Exemplar 2018 

Subject: Art History Standard: 91181 Total score: 07 

Q Grade 
score Annotation 

3 E7 

This script is an E7 because it examines how meanings are conveyed in art through 
description and explanation, referencing specific symbols, motifs in the chosen art 
works perceptively. 

Some perceptive critical interpretation about Powerful men in this period is 
demonstrated.  
With reference to, The Lictors Bring to Brutus the Bodies of His Sons 

• Brutus is depicted as powerful and virtuous, echoing Neoclassical ideals.  
• Contrasts are made between Brutus and the women in response to 

Enlightenment ideals of reason over emotion. Depicting men powerful, 
assured and ridden of emotion in contrast to emotional weak representations 
of women. 

• Gender roles and interest in Greek and Roman antiquity used in poses in 
relation to Neoclassical attributes are eluded to but not expanded on. 

With reference to Napoleon in his Study 

• Provides insight into David’s role as painter of political propaganda portraits. 
• Neoclassical sentiment of sacrifice for the state as being the most virtuous 

behaviour of Napoleon and defining him as a powerful leader of actions and 
abilities.  

• Perceptive comments reference David’s depiction of Napoleon as a 
responsible leader for his people.  
In the conclusion, the student also makes perceptive reference to Napoleon 
not only being seen as a powerful leader of a country but relating symbols to a 
man leaving a legacy.  

Perceptive understanding is demonstrated in interpreting and evaluating 
meanings with reference to specific symbols, motifs. 
The Lictors Bring to Brutus the Bodies of His Sons 

• Brutus sits in the shadow of the statue of ‘Roma’. This symbol represents the 
Republic which Brutus served and is under her control. It is the symbol of his 
control over emotions. The shadow is a symbol of the darkness of his deed 
and control and power in serving the state. 

• Symbolic references are made about the drama of the male and female 
poses. Curvilinear and dramatic being weak and emotional against Brutus’ 
pose having authority with his upraised finger pointing to the temple. Other 
minor symbols of gender comparison are made using the symbol of the 
sewing basket and woman’s work being bound to their home. 

Napoleon in his Study 
• Symbols of the clock and candlestick intend to show that Napoleon works into 

early hours of the morning for his people. Napoleon seen as putting his 
country first. 

• Sentiment of sacrifice and virtuous behaviour suggested. 
• The chair is placed to insinuate that Napoleon has been working on 

Napoleonic Code; a new set of laws for France. These are symbols of power 
and legacy of a leader. 

The candidate has addressed the question describing symbols for each art work and 
demonstrates some perceptive interpretation of ideas and meanings about Powerful 
men. Both responses to art works demonstrated depth of understanding of meanings, 
while using Art History terminology, fluently when expanding description of symbols 



  

and meaning. Contextual influences were evenly referenced and supported ideas 
about Powerful men during the Revolution and Napoleonic Portrait.  

To reach E8, this candidate needed to have had more breadth of context and 
understanding of influences across the two works, but in particular, the second art 
work. Reference to Napoleons Empire and modelling of himself as a classical Julius 
César, expanding on the propaganda aspects with in the work of representations of 
soldier, emperor and a man that was self-made in his rise to power. 

An overall understanding at E7 is demonstrated.  

 




